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The UH Libraries is implementing a new digital curation ecosystem, Bayou City Digital Asset Management System. In order to get there, we’re undertaking three different migration projects.ContentDM → Hyku�                    → Archivematica�       Archon → ArchivesSpace 



Bayou City DAMS Goals
• Improve metadata interoperability
• Gain better system performance
• Support long-term preservation & access
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GoalsImproved Metadata InteroperabilityBetter System PerformanceSupport Long Term Preservation & Access
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“What is Agile? The ability to create and 
respond to change in order to succeed in an 

uncertain and turbulent environment.” 
- https://www.agilealliance.org/agile101/ 



(Adapted) Agile
• Cross-functional team
• Sprints
• Communications channels
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5. (Adapted) Agile basics�Agile is an iterative, adaptive approach employing self-organizing, cross-functional teams. Typically employed by software developers, BCDAMS has adapted this method for the library setting. Self-organizing, cross-functional teamThis group consisted of team members from departments across the Library, including: Metadata and Digitization Services, Special Collections, and Library Technology ServicesBy bringing these different voices to the table, impacts across library units and workflows were more quickly identified and considered. Also impacted buy-in. Moreover, unlike a more traditional library committee, the project/product focus meant the team would change as new developments called for new expertise. For instance, the SC Program Manager joined when Archivesspace integration entered the ecosystem.In a stricter implementation of Agile, team members would be full time on a project. We know that’s not typically so in libraryland.Sprints�Each sprint is a predetermined, short period of time (typically 2 - 4 weeks) that begins with a planning meeting where the scope of work is agreed upon, features daily 15 minutes standups, and ends with a Recap meeting to discuss the success and failures of the Sprint. CommunicationsSlack- Outside of face-to-face interactions, most day-to-day work communication takes place in Slack, a real-time messaging system. Slack is an acronym for “Searchable Log of All Conversation and Knowledge,” which really sums up the benefits of the system. Rather than conversations being lost of siloed in individual email accounts, conversations on Slack take place on “channels,” which are focused on specific aspects of the overall project. All channels owned by the team are fully searchable.Wiki--internal UHL documentation is maintained on a Wiki, designed to provide info for staff members using tools (installation, workflow, etc.)Github--public-facing documentation such as software code, feature requests and bug reports, is maintained on Github. 



Test Collections

• All simple image or text
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Great - now how does it work?��Test CollectionsSingle-sided images, images with text on back, single page documentsJust like ALL ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS�So what happens when this complex ecosystem is tested, and how does Agile help when our assumptions are challenged?�



KUHT Digitization
• TexTreasures grant-funded
• 310 videos
• Preservation masters often >38 GB each
• Project completion date: August 31, 2017
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KUHT TexTreasures grant�KUHT is the Houston PBS affiliate. Its archives are held in UH Special Collections and  contain approximately 15,000 assets. KUHT began broadcasting under the country’s first educational non-profit license in 1953.Brief scope of work description:�UH Special Collections was awarded an IMLS-funded TexTreasures grant to digitize and make accessible 310 videos representing two local news series: The Capitol Report and Almanac, which both ran from the late 1980s - early 1990s. Preservation master files are MXF wrapped JPEG2000 files. This format was selected because it uses lossless compression, keeping the file approximately ⅓ the size of an uncompressed MOV. (though files are still huge, often 38GB or more per file).Time constraints:�The timeline for this project was one year, with a completion date of August 31, 2017. Vendor digitization was completed by April, and a student worker was contracted to aid in the creation of program descriptions. �



Almanac Promotional Photo, approx. 1989, KUHT Collection Almanac U-matic tapes, KUHT Collection



Ecosystem Impact: Preservation
• Text/image files typically imported at 

collection or series level 
• Large video files exposed limitations of 

preservation storage workflow in 
Archivematica

• Video files require one-by-one ingest
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Limitations of preservation storage workflow�UH Libraries has adopted Archivematica for preservation file storage and management. One benefit of the Archivematica suite of softwares is the ability to maintain the hierarchical information of archival arrangement and description. While this process of recording complex arrangements is possible with relatively small image files, however, it is nearly impossible with enormous video files. For this reason, rather than trying to create a package for the entire KUHT collection, or a package for the Almanac series, we took a one-by-one approach to video file ingest. Agile method, with focus on flexibility, allowed us to reassess workflow and determine that the KUHT Collection was different enough from archival collections with hierarchical structure (or even a complex structure like a book). Software didn’t support this structure for these filesCollection structure didn’t merit the 300-file package approachThe only thing that would have dictated it be done this way was pre-existing documentation and expectations. Agile encourages you to question assumptions and focus on functionality over rigid adherence to documentation 



• Known limitations of playback system 
• Video not scheduled to be addressed by 

BCDAMS for 2+ years
• Implement Avalon

Ecosystem Impact: Access
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Limitations of current playback system �A long-acknowledged limitation of the current Digital Library was its video streaming capabilities. Playback quality varied widely based on browser, and even when used on the optimal browser it was impossible to scan through the video or jump ahead to a specific point. But video was still planned for 2 years on the horizon. Long-term implication of ingesting hundreds of video files that would require migration in a few yearsEventuality of a unique metadata crosswalk



Avalon
• Purpose-built for digital media management
• Backed by Samvera/Fedora Community
• Vastly improves functionality
• Requires unique mapping 
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Avalon implementation“The Avalon Media System is an open source system for managing and providing access to large collections of digital audio and video” http://www.avalonmediasystem.org/project timely community interest in system development of Avalon (out of Fedora South Central States Users Group)opportunity for improved access�



Agile Response
• Add new team members
• Adapt workflows
• Adjust project priorities/timelines
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Agile ResponseAdditional members added to BCDAMS team�In response to the challenges of managing hundreds of very large files, two teams members were added to the existing BCDAMS team a Systems Administrator and the AV Archivist. Agile concept of self-organizing teams.Approach: roles based on project needs rather than tightly defined committee membershipsChanged workflows to address system limitations - continued discussions of how to model these adaptationsFlexible approach allowed for adjusted timelines - Sprints allowed for problems to be uncovered and addressed as they emerged



Benefits of Agile
• Involves key players and empowers them 

to make decisions
• Surfaces problems early
• Flexibility to nimbly change course
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Benefits of Agile, Lessons LearnedKey players involved, empowered to make decisionsFlexibility, changing courseSurface problems early
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